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you to buy the latest and hottest Zimbabwe All Media 
Product Survey (ZAMPS).



ZAMPS ’2017 Phase 1 Quantitative DATA 
RELEASE
Two days before its 20th anniversary on August 

25, the Zimbabwe Advertising Research Foundation 
released the 2017 Zimbabwe All Media and Products 
Survey. This looks at what Zimbabweans buy, listen to, 
watch and read—and it has been produced every year 
since 1997.

Nationally, just under half of Zimbabweans read 
newspapers, down from just over half last year. 
Readership of weeklies has dropped slightly more 
while readership of monthlies dropped a percentage 
point. This trend is similar in urban and rural areas, 
except in the latter monthlies held their own.

The ZAMPS’ presentation highlighted regional 
trends for the first time, although this information has 
always been available on the disks.  In terms of market 
penetration in Bulawayo, The Chronicle overtook its 
sister paper, The Herald’s readership in Harare although 
the former is now a national paper. 

The gap between the most popular daily newspaper 
and its competition has narrowed significantly. 
Nationally a quarter of Zimbabweans have read The 
Herald in the last three months, a drop of 10 per cent. H 
Metro, in second place, fell by three percentage points, 
while Daily News and NewsDay are equally popular. 

Who goes to which paper for what? For two-thirds of 
the population, local news is the most popular section 
across the board, and Daily News is the people’s paper 
of choice for it. H. Metro wins for entertainment and 
NewsDay is the most popular for regional news. The 
Herald wins out for sport and business news.

Sunday Mail is the most popular weekly paper but its 
share has Masvingo Mirror gained a percentage point 
and won a high rating for its local news, admittedly on 
a small readership base. Financial Gazette is the top 
business weekly, while The Sunday News is best for 
regional news. B. Metro comes top for entertainment, 
while the Sunday Mail is the most popular for sport 
and its classifieds.

In monthlies, Edgars Club is the most popular, 
followed by The Outpost and Soccer Time. Harare 
News’s readership has increased fourfold and Ndeipi’ 
readership also grew significantly.
Electronic media
With the press’s popularity decreasing, the major 
winner has been radio, with three quarters of the 
population now tuning in, compared with two-thirds 
last year. National FM Radio has shown the greatest 
growth countrywide.

Radio Zimbabwe remains the most popular station 
nationally. Star FM comes second and this figure jumps 
substantially in urban areas. Diamond is the most 
popular in Manicaland. 

 TV viewership has also increased with ZBC 1 being 
the overall winner, increasing market share by almost 
10 per cent. Viewers for Satellite TV fell: SuperSport is 
the most watched channel.

Again news is the most popular programme. Presenter 
Patson Gasura, who conducts market research in 15 
African countries, said we are the only one in which 
news is the most popular programme. Local drama, 
however, has seen a steep increase in viewership.

Major Tikiwa the ZARF Chairman presenting certificates. Above: Patson Gasura of TRS 
interviewed by Kudzai Gumbo 

after the presentation which 
was live broadcasted.

Left:    Delegates at the presentation.



Colin Moxham(ZARF) presenting  ZARF’s 20 years ZAMPS history to 
Alistair Carlisle (C.E.O) and  Barker Ogilvy Group workforce

After the Presention ZARF did a presentation to Barker Orgilvy which the staff feels that the stats and analysis 
will help them to understand the landscape and to identify threats and opportunities for brands under their 
Stewardship. 
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Nearly 20 years ago Mr. Eddie Schultz(LATE) 
Technical Director at Lever Brother in 
Durban, SA Who worked together with 

Mr. Piet Smit (LATE) Technical Director of SAARF, 
Johannesburg,   SA and from the original quantitative 
data that was reported on international. DATA, 
MEDIA, AND PRODUCTS, They eventually came 
up with 10 Lifestyle management (LSMs).  Numeric 
coding of one of ten segments which was adopted very 
widely.  This was the evolution of questionnaires and 
from social economic. Question’s which originally 
included income, education and many more.

ZARF TOGETHER WITH TENDAI MHIZHA 
(RBI) INCREASED THE CODE RATING from 10 
TO 17. Segments. 

HISTORY IN THE MAKING S.E.S TO L.S.M’s

Left: Colin 
Moxham and Eddie 
Schultz(LATE) 
Technical Director 
form Lever Brothers 
Durban, SA at ZARF 
INTRODUCTION to 
Radio, TV, Print, and 
outdoor Advertising.

Below: Over thirty 
delegates were 
addressed at IMIRE 
GAME PARK, Harare.

A NEW PAN AFRICAN DEMOGRAPHIC 
MEASURE

A new questionnaire dubbed Pan African LSM, 
which stands for living standard measures, has 
been developed to allow researchers to measure 
socioeconomic class and thus compare markets across 
countries.  Practical difficulties with basing social and 
economic class on income arise from false claims, 
irregular earnings and many examples that education 
does not define someone’s living standard .LSMs 
segment the population by living standard as opposed 
to education or job title.

Tendai Mhizha, the research expert who designed 
the questionnaire, says LSM is very useful in 
developing countries like Kenya, where it is difficult to 
measure factors like income.  The questionnaire asks 
respondents about items they have or xuse in their 
everyday lives, such as whether they have a color TV 
a built in kitchen sink and whether   they have read a 
newspaper or watched TV in the last seven days.

According to Business Daily Nairobi, the 22 questions 
were developed from 80 questions that the research 
team initially identified to measure living standards 
(LSM’s) from studies in 14 African countries.  The 
new system has been endorsed Esomar, SAMRA and  
by major advertising agencies, research companies 
and some large spenders in advertising.

YOU WILL FIND THEM ALL DESCRIBED IN 
DEPTH ON OUR WEBSITE www.zarf.co.zw


